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Cultural Landscape 
growth between mountain, sea and the city 

Cinaue terre, Italv 
Cultural Landscapes have been defined by 
the World Heritage Committee as distinct 
geographical areas or properties uniquely 
"..represent[ing] the combined work of 
nature and of man..". This concept has been 
adapted and developed within, 
international heritage arenas (UNESCO) as 
part of an international effort to reconcile 
"..one of the most pervasive dualisms in 
Western thought - that of nature and 
culture" 
The World Heritage Committee has 
identified and adopted three categories of 
cultural landscape, ranging from (i) those 
landscapes most deliberately 'shaped' by 
people, through (ii) full range of'combined' 
works, to (iii) those least evidently 'shaped' 
by people (yet highly valued). The three 
categories extracted from the Committee's 
Operational Guidelines, are as follows: 
The Ligurian coast between Cinque Terre and 
Portovenere is a cultural landscape of great 
scenic and cultural value. The layout and 
disposition of the small towns and the shaping 
of the surrounding landscape, overcoming the 
disadvantages of a steep, uneven terrain, 
encapsulate the continuous history of human 
settlement in this region over the past 
millennium 
(i) "a landscape designed and created 
Intentionally by man"; 
(ii) an "organically evolved landscape" which 
may be a "relict (or fossil) landscape" or a 
"continuing landscape": 
(iii) an "associative cultural landscape" which 
may be valued because of the "religious, 
artistic or cultural associations of the 
natural element" 
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/• U Cultural Landscape 
"Cultural Landscape….represent the combined work of nature and of man and represent the 
harmonious interaction between people and nature to produce a landscape of exceptional scenic 
quality that illustrates a traditional way of life." by UNESCO 
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Italy, Cinque Terre 
The Cinque Terre is noted for its beauty. Over centuries, 
man has carefully built terraces on the rugged, steep 
landscape right up to the cliffs that overlook the sea. 
Part of its charm is the lack of visible "modern" 
development. Paths, trains and boats connect the 
villages and cars can not reach it f rom the outside. It is 
a very popular tourist destination. 
China, Yunnan 
In agriculture, a terrace is a leveled section 
of a hilly cultivated area. Often such land is 
formed into multiple terraces, giving a 
stepped appearance.The human 
landscapes of rice cultivation in terraces 
that follow the natural contours of the 
escarpments. 
/ • / Hong Kong Scenario 
Mountain 
Hong Kong 150 years ago 
Settlement Form 
Buildings are built inbetween sea and 
mountain, open space is provide at the 
both boundaries foractivities. 
120m 
M o u n t a i n 
Hong Kong 50 years ago 
Settlement Form 
Buildings are bui l t Inbetween sea and 
mountain, open space Is provide at the 
bo th boundaries for activities. The 
connectivity of sea and mounta in is still 
obvious. 
Mountain 
Hong Kong Existing 
Settlement Form 
New high rise is built along the waterfront 
and the edge of foothills, there are almost 
no open space along both boundary. The 
city become isolation from the nature. 
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Instead of isolated nature and people 
in this linkage. 
However, the development of society and technology makes 
human become more independent, the essence of the sea and 
mountain are weaken, human life are not only relie on them. Even, 
the sea and mountain become a luxury in the society, along the 
boundary most of the edge condition is not habitable that implies 
the isolation condition of the nature and the low permeability to 
the culture.The new buildings always built along the coastal line 
and the edge of foothills, the community become a seperated 
group from the nature so that the relationship bewteen sea, 
mountain and human is disppeared. 
After all, nature is belongs to everyone. The axis in between sea 
and mountain should be reinforced, emphasis, and interweave 
with the cultural activites for divesity of people. 
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network of dispersed cells to connect 
the nature and human 
Nature 
Sea and Mountain 
Sea have been used as a source of water, for food, for transport, as 
a defensive barrier, it provides a source of life to human. Mountain 
is a souce of denfensive barrier for many different force from the 
environment and provides a natural protection for human. 
Therefore, in between sea and mountain, human start to settle 
down, life start to spread, and a city is started to form. Human relies 
on these nature that they are in an unsperateable relationship. 
Through the development, an axis from the sea to the mountain is 
also formed in the urban fabric, human activities are concentrated 
Phenomenon 
_ • 
landsca^ & coastal line Sectional topography 
I 
Isolated nature from the city 
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S3 - Inserted by private pier 
Piivate Building 
Highway 
The private pier is located along the waterfront, which is isolated 
from the urban fabric. 
Example: West District 
The western wholesale food market is occupied this 
part of waterfront, which is isolated from the urban 
fabric. 





Part of the mountain was flatten and form a open space for public to 
enjoy and provide a better views, and also brings the human 
activities from the ground level to upper level. 
Example: Western District 
The bulling complex is built on the mountain and it 
becomes a boundary between human and the 
nature so that it does not utilize the benefit from 
the mountain. 
The waterfront is surrounded by a wall of private buildings, 
the accessiblity is relatively, the porosity is limited since the open 
area is located in the second row of street. 
Example: Kennedy Town 
The waterfront is occupied by new private buildings 
and the road become the intermediary space 
between the coataline and the human activities 
7, ^ Bo un dary Study 
M l -Inserted with private building 




The private buildings are inserted to the mountain and wrapped by 
a walkay and dominated by the highway. The the topography and 
the view are enjoyed by limited group of people. 
Example: North Point 
Many private housing is situated in this area, they 
occupied the natural landscape and lack of open 
space for people to enjoy. The accessibility therefore i 
relatively low, which is dominated by the vechicle. 
S I - Surrounded by private building 
M 2 • Covered with open space 
Part of the mountain was flatten and form a open space for public 
to enjoy and provide a better views, and also brings the human 
activities from the ground level to upper level. 
Example: Sai Wan Ho 
In the city, there are some open spaces formed in 
the mountain in between the housing zone, which 
provides a communal activities for public on the 
mountain. However, which is apart from the urban 
and the public from other area is different to access. 
S 2 - Covered with 
The waterfront is covered with open space, and the housing is set 
back from the highway next to the open space. 
Example: Tai Koo 
Open space be the waterfront promenade for 
V public to enjoy, which is close to the residential 
K ^ j T ^ area. The most weakness is the islation of open 
space by Island Eastern Corridor. 
A/14 Inserted with Housing 
The public housings are inserted to the mountain and wrapped by a 
walkay and dominated by the highway. The the topography and the 
view are enjoyed public, and the level changes become a dramatic 
spatial relatinship'to the human activities. 
Example: Kenndy Town 
Many private housing is situated in this area, they 
occupied the natural landscape and lack of open 
space for people to enjoy. The accessibility therefore is 
relatively low, which is dominated by the vechicle. 
S4 - Cover with open space and isolated by infrastructure 
Private Building 
The waterfront promenade is isolated by the mega infrastructure, 
the open space along the coastal line is hardly integrated into the 
urban fabric especially the nearby building is a privated owned. 
Example: West District 
\ Open Space and a sport center are located near the 
‘ waterfront, which is sperated by Connaught Road 
; West, public accessibility is relatively low, especially 
the commerical building is arround the site. 
b S6-Wrapped by infrastructure 
S i l Housing 
Highway 
The waterfront is wrapped by the mega infrastructure, the residen-
tial can enjoy the view of the waterfront, but the public cannot 
access this area. 
Example: North Point 
/ ^ ^ Island Eastern Corridor forms a infrastructure bend 
wrap up the residential area, the waterfront become 
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The rock become an intermediary space between the sea and the 
land, and the highway is the second layer of boundary condition. 
Example: Shau Kei Wan 
The coastal line near the Hong Kong Museum of 
Coastal Defence is forms by a layer of rock naturally. 
V The waterfront is hardly access by human. 
M5 - Wrapped by infrastructure 
The mountain i 
undeveloped 
;wrapped by the infrastructure, this area is relatively 
Example: Kenndy Town 
The Victoria Road is a hill side highway under the 
Mount Davis, which likes a undeveloped coastal 
line. 
S5 - Inserted with public pier and open space 
The public pier is inserted to the waterfront and the open space is 
also located along the edge so that public can enjoy this space. The 
accessibility is relatively low due to the rural location. 
Example: Central Pier 
The pier is inserted to the edge of the watrefront, 
and a green bent are located along it for public to 
enjoy the view of water. However, it is quite far 
away from tghe development of the urban area. 
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Study of mountain and sea 
2.0 Study of nature 
Geography Geometry Structure 
The sea is dominant by many tiny 
waves, a directionsal force is 
formed in between the waves. 
The city is dominant by the grid 
and has a directional force 
betwen each plot of land. 
The unit elements is the arc 
formed by a specific object.The 
space is then formed in 
between each two waves. 
The unit elements is the 
rectangular shape of each plot 
of land 
Every arc is formed by a complete 
wave from a unit source, and 
each of them are interelated to 
form a pattern. 
By utilizing the repeated square in 
different scale to generate a 
pattern. 
The mountain is dominant by the 
contour lines. It has a directional force 
from the bottom to the top. 
The unit element of the mountain is 
the contour lines, the space Is then 
formed in between them. 
By utilizing the triangular shape of 
unit elements to regenerate the form 
of mountain. 








Sea is the source of life, it alway provides a sense of energy, movement and direction. It is a 
disturbance that propagates through space and time, usually with transference of energy. 
Ambignous form 
The color of sea is, intrinsically, a very light blue hue, although water appears colorless in 
small quantities.lt Is transparent, and thus aquatic plants can live within the water because 
sunlight can reach them. 
Reflectiveness 
Sea provide a mirror like surface to reflect the sky, and surrounding objects on the water. 








Sea is considered a purifier in most religions. Major faiths that incorporate ritual washinginclude 
Christianity, Hinduism, Rastafarianism, Islam, Shinto, Taoism, and Judaism. Immersion of a person 
In water is a central sacrament of Christianity; it is also a part of the practice of other religions, 
including Judaism and Sikhism. 
Source of Civilization 
Civilization has historically flourished around rivers and major waterways; Mesopotamia, the 
so-called cradle of civilization, was situated between the major rivers Tigris and Euphrates; the 
ancient society of the Egyptians depended entirely upon the Nile. Large metropolises like 
Rotterdam, London, and Hong Kong owe their success in part to their easy accessibility via water 
and the resultant expansion of trade. 
Stable 
Mountain provide a sense of stable. Ancient people settled at the middle of the mountain 
of even on the top of mountain, since the stability for a high protection-
Silent 
Ancient people chose to escape the urban and go to the mountain for physical and 
spiritual improvement. The different spieces of plant give a enclosure to the mountain so 
that It becomes a silent place. 
Level difference 
The most dominant feature of mountain is it level difference. This provides various 
activities occured in this level diffence. 
Protection 
In Chinese tradition ideology, mountain can help to store the energy, and the give the 
energy to the settlement underneath. From geography point of view, mountain block the 
natural force and provides protection to the foothil l. 
Military significance 
Hills provide a major advantage to an army, giving them an elevated firing posit ion and 
forcing an opposing army to charge uphil l to attack them. They may also conceal forces 
behind them, allowing a force to lay in wait on the crest of a hill, using that crest for cover, 
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m i l 
Pond 
Relaxation Enjoyment Recreation Exercise 
Sand Stone Cave Mountain 
Interpretation of nature 
Through different scale of Interpretation, we can have a comprehensive undertanding of both mountian and sea, subdivide the mountain from a mass to a 
rock, to a stone, and to a sand, the diversity ofsacle of mountain and sea implies the life inside teh nature, which can house different kind ofactivites varied 
in the scale. For example, a stone provides a sitting place, a cave provides a protection area for settle, and a mountain proovides a place for relaxation, play 
and walk. Subdividing the sea into a pond, to a waterhole and a waterdrop, we can more focus on the posible activities occured in water. For example, water-
hole can act as a surface water for enjoyment, pond can be a focus point for different activities, and sea obviously can be a place for play and gathering. 
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Interpreiaiid^ of nature - architecture 
There are some architects interprete the morpology of sea and mountain land 
express, to its form and create a continous surface from the nature to the 
architecture. 
- • . - jt . -Mr 
Frank Gehry, Guggenheim Museum Toyo Ito, Vivo City Vicente Guallart, Denia Mountain project Peter Esienman, City of Culture of Galicia 
Consciousness 
Some architects interprete nature In a humble way, they try to integrate the 
achitecture into the natural environment. 
r •-'rr !^ 
RCR, Athletics Stadium Facilities Tadao Ando, Water Temple Tadao Ando, Westin Awaji Island Hotel 

Human/City: 
Located in the urban context and linked up 
the Paris city to the Sururban area. It provides 
cultural and entertainment activities in the nature 
environment. 
Case 2: City of Culture of Galicia . , 
Grid: overlap the grid of the old medieval city center and original, l and fo^ r i i ^ i t h ’ g h j y^J^ leSarc j ^ggu^e 
Arifical Nature/ Architecture: 
Superimpose a system of Point, Line and Surface 
on the site to develop its strategy. 
Human/City: 
located in a suburban area which is next to the 
medieval city center of Santiago. It provides 
cultural and entertainment activities in the 
nature environment. 
Arifical Nature/ Architecture: 
Hybrid the existing grid sytem sith the new 
Tartan grid to form a artificai landscape to 
house ail the program 
Nature 
T^lO o v i c t i n n A A n i i n h a i n a n r i t h o »«,hr>lo n I H fw 
Cy Case Study 
The case study is trying to explore the system of creating an artificai nature 
that is the architecture, through this, firstly, to activates the human activities 
in the city, by the interaction between human and artificai nature, the final 
goal is activate the nature by the human activites. By different layer of 
process, the nature in the city can be emphasis, acvtivated and intergrated 
into the urban context. 
I selected 4 cases to analysis their method to set up their own rule for the 







'Artificai Nature/Architecture + Human/City + Nature' 
Case 1: Pare de laVillette 
System superimpose a point, line, surface system on the open landscape 
xj! i 
Case 3: Olympic Sculpture Park 
Axis: a Zig Zag axis connect the waterfront to the City. 
Human/City: 
Located in the urban context and linked up 
the Paris city to the Sururban area. It provides 
cultural and entertainment activities in the nature 
environment. 
Arlfical Nature/ Architecture: 
Create a new artifical landscape to intergate into 
the nrban fabric and reconnect the water front to 
the city. 
Nature 
Water front of the Seattle. 
Case 4: Denia Culture Park 
Form A imitated Landform as a cover of the cultural facilities and a connector from the city to the mountain 
Human/City: 
Located in the historical urban area next to 
mediterranean coast. In the centre of the town 
is a small hill topped by a castle of Arabic. 
Arifical Nature/ Architecture: 
Superimpose a new system into the existing 
mountain to create a new artifical landscape. 
Nature 
The existing Mountain, mediterranean coast 
and the historical city. 
Jf. Analysis of case study 
Analysis 
Pare de la Villette City of Culture Olympic Sculpture Park 
The axis proposed to be a dominant 
connections from the city to the park. It 
connects the station of Porte de la Villette 
from the north to the Porte de la Partin 
from the east. In the Esat-West direction, 
it links up the Paris city to the Sururban 
area.This is the system integrated into the 
urban fabric. 
The axis is penetrated into the artifical 
landscape which provide 4 pathways 
connects to the major road surronded. 
1 vertical access intersect with the axis 
and parallel to the terrain. The axis link up 
all the program in the architecture and 
connect it to the urban context. 
The axis is formed from the waterfront 
to the city. The Zig Zag axis provides a 
longer journey for public to enjoy. Under 
the axis iis the track of railway, the whole 
landscape provides a continous axis over. 
Denia Cultural Park 
This project applies an ambiguous axis 
over the whole surface, and provide an 
unexpected circulation intersect with 
different program underneath. 
The project does not have a dear grid apply on 
the landscape. However, it design three different 
scale of element and then integrate them gradually 
from large scale to small scale and then to form a 
complete surface. 
120 X 120 m grid system 
Bernard Tschumi first superimposed grid 
system into the site. The regularity of 
routes and positions amkes orientation 
simple fro those unfamiliar wihh the area. 
An advantage of the point-grid system is 
that it provides for the minimum adequate 
equipment of the urban park relative to 
the number of its visitors. 
fey? 
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i m' grid system 
Peter Esienman superimpose the old 
medieval city Cartesian grid onto the 
existing, organic, medieval grid and 
then warps or deforms these with a 
topological grid that projects upward in 
a new vibrant geometry. Grid from the 
old medieval city center. 
This project does not have a clear grid apply 








_ Service Area 
H Public Circulation 







Covered by landscape 
Landscape 










L 3 , L 4 
L 1 , L 2 
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Public building 
-Museum of Science 
-City of Music 
-Exhibition 









• Multipurpose follie 
4.0 Site Selection 
• ftJ' tLJ' " Ho. 
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.Inserted with public pier and open space 
M 4 - Inserted with Housing 
m 
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M7 M2 M2 
m7" ‘ M2 
Region with high permeability to nature simultaneously 
M 2 - Covered with open space 
S 2 * Covered with open space 
Habitable Boundary Condition 
^ C/ Site selection 
Distribution of new residential buildings 
S2 S5 S2 S5 S2 $2 
S5 +M2 
S 2 + M 4 
:M2 
M4 
M2 M 2 
M2 M4 M2 
M4 
M2 M4 M2 M2 
Kennedy Town 
The region has a high permeability to 
sea and mountain and face the 
development force of high rise building. 
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Original Waterfront 
Original Contour 
s . o Site study - Historical study of/ancfform ofkennedy town 
In the development. Hong Kong undergo many times of land reclamation., the diagram 
below show that the transformation of the waterfront, which change the natural 
landform of Hong Kong. This represents the expansion of the city, but at the sametime, 
seperate the mountain and sea artifically, 
^ ^ urn 
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In 1903, Kennedy town undergo land reclamation,the land beyond the Belcher's 
street was formed by this construction. Apart that, the mountain was also 
contstructed for the dvelopment of the city. In the Lowest drawing show the orginal 
mountain and the waterfront before any contruction in Kennedy Town. 
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/ Figure & Ground 
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• -fr 
y Residential Building 
• Communal Facilities 
Park 
Educational Facilities 
_ Private Building 
3 7 2 Program 
z 
^ ^ ^ Axis & Nodes 
Bus Termination 
Tram Termination 
Proposed Railway in 2012 
Primary Axis 
Secondary Axis 





Park & Community 
r.- V 
B Communal Facilities 
Slu Grid 
250M 
Points between sea & mountain 
Connector 1: Point of Travel: Pier + Bus ^Trarn Terminal 
The connector 1 is located between sea and the city, therefore this connector try to blur the boundary 
,and through the human activities to activate the sea.The program of connector e w e e n n u m d n d n u s e a , a i i u m i u u y " UK " U … • • … … . i _ “ w r -—^ m _ - — I I I — - ‘ „ " . - ^ 
I must be a kind of high using rate function and can extend the people movement from the city to the 
water front Therefore i study the location of existing pier in Hong Kong island, and their distance of 






























Density of retail on street level 
Connector 2: Point of Exchange: Market 
By studying the movement band of different people in this area, i find that it is a localized site where 
most of the program Is for local people only. There lack program for visitor to enjoy, therefore, a new 
unique program Is proposed to located here In order to enhace the attractiveness along this « ls to local 
and visitor. 
section® 
Connector 3: Point of Learn: Librar 
By studying the movement band of different people in this are; 
localized site where most of the program Is for local people onl 
for visitor to enjoy, therefore, a new unique program Is proposed to located here In 
order to enhace the attractiveness along this axis to local and visitor. 
Any locals 
Routine of any local is formed 
by connecting the ground 
level activities which mainly 
the commerical, retail and 
F&B. 
Routine of student is formed 
by connecting thet institute 
.the community center and 
the sport area in the site. 
Routine of elderly is formed 
by connecting existing parks. 
Routine of visitor is formed 
by connecting the 
transpotation nodes. 
Routines of life 
6.0 Design approach 
C/ Design Approach 
In the development of the city, the two major natural elements, hillside and sea, and 
its life have been separated by different kind of barriers.These must be reunited to act 
as part of the community. 
Scenario 1 
This site is an undeveloped area with a not great in length between these two strategic 
point, therefore it is a potential site to form an axis and integrate the city into it in order 
to re-emphasis this relationship. 
Development Force 
The New railway station will be open in 2012. The city is 
going to expand, For the coventional development 
tendency, many high rise building will occupied the 
coastaline and the mountain edge, this piece of land will 
be full of building and the axis between sea and mountain 





Assume this site is a primitive area. The natural force pull 
the mountain and sea together. And all the nature life will 
start to grow along the axis, these two element are then 







When these two force come together, they 
should be integrated rather than dominate of 
another 
Vertical development of high rise building 
e 
De-densify and disperse the building, 
Landscpae connect the nature with 
some communal facilities 
Design concept 
Design Concept 
> Methodology of design - Grow 
Culture = Civilization + Cultivation 






Stage 1. Form a platform to continous the landform 
Stage 2. Create appropiate space for seed implantation 
Stage 3. Implant different seeds(activities) on the land 
Stage 4. Provide nutrients for growth 
Stage 5. generate a landscape for culture to grow within the city 
Stage Stage 7 Land scape for ma iion 
i i i p i s i i a 
Primary Elevated Terraces: 
The primary terraces are formed to connect the 
landform and provide a continous platform over the 
i frastructure. 
Secondary Elevated Terraces: 
The secondary terraces are formed to connect the primary platform back to the 
ground, and also form some platform which is in a hight attitude to provide a 
view to the surrounding. 
+9 
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1-30 
Horizontal currlculation: 
Connects different level of platform together 
Space for growth 
different space are formed and integrated with 
different level of terraces. 
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Gr/d system - enrich the cultural value of the landscape 
Original Landform 
Extension of podium grid 
Extention of tower grid 
Deformed Grid - Overlay the deformed Grid to the 
tower grid to determine the the grain for the for the 
relationship between sea and mountain 
stage 2 Stage 2 - 5ubdi\/ision of space for seed to growth 
+4 
+0 
Single Unit Space for a 
seed to growth 
Split the space to create a 
continous surface and connecting 
different levels 
plant the seed at the both sides and 
centralized the curriculation and 
unassignned space at the middle which 
provides a basic requirement for grow. 
connecting different units to form a 
complex journey 
demostration of how different activities 
grow from the fixed space to the 
unassignned space at different level. 
C2. 
A larger scale of unassigned space is 
formed between different unit. 
Deform the Landscape 





ed in the landscape 
The growing process Is reply on the three l.lyers of ~thway, seeds ( 
fixed progrw) ire lm
plintited stritegiully on the first l•yer, and 
provided i growing area in between them
. The second layer corss 
over the lnfrastructurt, therefore, the growing area of each unit can 
be further connected ind form 
.1 com
plete unit, different seeds o~re 
growing together In the Interm
ediate ~ce. On the third lqer, which 
is the of top level. which Is just asslgnned different texture on the 
ground, which is tototally free for different seeds to grow in 
everywhere
.
 This kind of m
utll-
activities landscape started to create 
its ow
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^^ < - ne t/ie nutrr/enr tor sfroi^tn rhe intermdiate space is the arae that for the program, actives to grow, therefore, the quality of it would greatly 
affect the interaction among them like providing an appropiate nutrient for the seed to grow. I define 3 scenarios 
of the intermediate space for different purpose; Interactive, flow and static. 
Static J 
This intermediate space provide a small scale of communal area, the 
interaction between the program inside and the common area is limited, 
which is fit for some cultural activities like gallery, library. 
/TVO 








The intermediate space in this scenario is designed to be 
purely curriculation, acting like a staircase that connect 
different levels and activities while the program beyond 
this area would not be affected, this spacial quality 
suggesting a activities like work, learn. 
This provides a large scale of intermediate space, the 
boundary between the inside and outside is not 
definated, the space and the activities between in and 
ouside is very interactive. This spacial quality is suitable 
for program like exchange, performance. 
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First layer plan 
Indicate the 
distribution of 3 
scenarios on 
the plan 
Second layer plan 
f\ 
i 1 
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